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By Carlos Labbé

Open Letter, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 218 x 140 mm. Language:
Spanish . Brand New Book. Begins to fuck with your head from its very first word. Toby Litt Navidad
Matanza could be the hallucinogenic amalgamation of a Cesar Aira plot with setting and characters
conceived by Bolano if written using Oulipo-style constraints. . . . With ample imagination and
commanding style, Navidad Matanza certainly marks Labbe as a young author from whom we
ought to anticipate great, fascinating things to come. Jeremy Garber, Powell s Books Loquela,
Carlos Labbe s fourth novel and second to be translated into English, is a narrative chameleon, a
shape-shifting exploration of fiction s possibilities.At a basic level, this is a distorted detective novel
mixed with a love story and a radical statement about narrative art. Beyond the silence that unites
and separates Carlos and Elisa, beyond the game thatestranges the albino girls, Alicia and Violeta,
from pleasant summer evenings, beyond the destiny of Neutria a city that disappears with
childhood and beyond a Chilean literary movement that could be the last vanguard, while at the
same time the greatest falsification, questions arise concerning who truly writes for whom in a...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. Yes, it is enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an remarkably basic way and is
particularly simply soon after i finished reading through this pdf where actually changed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Mur r a y Ma r qua r dt-- Mur r a y Ma r qua r dt

Just no terms to describe. This is for those who statte that there was not a worth studying. I am just easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Desha wn Roob-- Desha wn Roob
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